Nicola Spakowski's "Socialist Feminism in Postsocialist China" points out and begins to evaluate a current in contemporary neosocialist, Chinese, feminist scholarship. Since 2010 Dong Limin, Min Dongchao, Song Shaopeng, and Wang Lingzhen have been reinterpreting socialist feminist theories to offset an earlier regime, erected on disavowed socialism, and to reevaluate the present economic liberalization's relation to the socialist past. While they claim to reevaluate Chinese socialist feminism, they foreground Nancy Fraser's work, nonetheless. This is to acknowledge their own universality and lack of specificity and to question Ford Foundation -funded "gender" theory in translation and current Chinese statist political chronologies. These scholar militants for a new socialist feminism are, Spakowski argues, consequently both subjects and objects of their own workshops, discussion forums, publications, and critical interventions.
conditions may be worse than theirs, since ours seem "almost impervious to critical deconstruction."
Linking social theory and history of social institutions, Ryan Moran's "Delivering Security in Modern Japan: Postal Life Insurance and Social Unrest" points out that the catachreses "society" and "the social" fed into Japanese modernist governmentality. The newly organizing Meiji government made a crooked promise to the proletariat that if it followed all the new rules, it would get a chance to buy social insurance. Moran explains that out of fears that the new working class might provoke extreme measures in its labor agitation, state-oriented social theorists developed a European-like state insurance scheme and placed the bureaucracy in the new post office. Social insurance had several policy aims. One attempted to monetize risk to workers under appalling labor conditions; another aim was to promise a paternalistic government-style communitarianism; and a third, drawing on ideologies about "freedom" and "choice," wanted to incentivize proletarianized rural-to-urban workers into self-abnegating discipline.
All this pushing and law passing tried its best to implicate the industrial proletariat into the new private property system. Social welfare stemming out of this core insight fought against theories that might have equitably redistributed wealth. "This policy" of kanpo, Moran argues, "shifted the burden of funding social welfare onto the poor themselves, while simultaneously preserving the privilege of directing these investments for officials in the Ministry of Communications."
Even when scholarship seems to focus on a nation-state, as Moran's article does, the national essence is exposed to be plural. An example of where this leads is Hanmee Na Kim's " 'America' in Colonial Korea: A Vantage Point for Capitalist Modernity." Kim points out that not only did the Korean press in the first third of the twentieth century fixate on "America," but its "antiAmericanism" seems to be "embedded in" its Americanism. To launch her case Kim draws on foundations that Johannes Fabian, Manu Goswami, and Harry Harootunian laid out in recent decades regarding coeval temporalities. Koreans grappled with colonialism and capitalist modernity because they had no other option, but they did it in the following ways. During the so-called interwar years the Korean press posited that America epitomized universal modernity, while at the same time registering discomfort about this position. They recognized that should Korea seek the American ideal, then it would be homogenized and its particularities drained or leached. Particularly on Goswami's point that capitalism's internal contradictions generate ideological inconsistencies, containing them instead of resolving them, Kim spells out the conspicuous incompatibility of universalizing and homogenizing dynamics, uneven space/time continua, uneven capitalist development, and insurmountable "dual forms." It has been one hundred years since the Korean press struggled with simultaneity and difference. All unfolded contemporaneously; each required a political fix that never arrived.
And while Kim makes her case based on 1920s and 1930s cinema culture, fashion industry, transnational education, a rising colonial bourgeoisie, and the always problematic modern or commodity girl, Dorothy Wai Sim Lau's "Discussing Takeshi Kaneshiro: The Pan-Asian Star Phenomenon on Internet Fan Forums" analyzes what she calls fan forums in which fans "rework" and manipulate the ambiguous figure of the Pan-Asian superstar. How far fan activity goes before it is subsumed into an alternative dimension is unclear. Lau points out that with the new digital technologies fans have gone where no one has gone before, sharing intimate sensations about stars in riffs on personae, poetry, hagiography, and tagged photos, and writing and fabricating their own interfaces in formalistic publications.
Takeshi Kaneshiro, whose bi-ethnic appeal facilitates inter-Asian circulation, Lau argues, is not just another sinewy, hypermasculine, sexy boy but a real phenomenon establishing generic "Asia." In this Asia Takeshi stands out because his ethnicity is ambiguous, so ambiguous people cannot stop themselves from guessing. Perhaps as a consequence fans pronounce that his appearance is "mysterious." The consequence, Lau argues, is that "fan-generated cyber stardom no longer operates according to the logic of national and cultural essentialism." While it is quite possible to tip over into the next uneasy frame, of "Asia," the point being made here is that the popular culture embraces ambiguity and assigns it value.
Meera Lee shifts the discussion even further into abstruse popular culture. Leading with Jacques Derrida's comments on monstrous humanity, she shows readers how to reenvision a film that actually performs, in her view, Derrida's theoretical point. "Monstrosity and Humanity in Bong Joon-ho's The Host" reads the movie to reveal an opposition between a grotesque creature, goemul, and its human interlocutors, in a film that also makes Seoul into an active agent. Via the magic of the synecdoche, the film exposes how the monster or goemul was, like Godzilla, born of poison. But this mutant embodies "risk" in neoliberal social interaction, and it lives in the Han River "virtualized in the film as an embodiment of the troubles of contemporary South Korea." Lee calls on specters -Henri Lefebvre, JeanLuc Nancy, and Fredric Jameson -to help readers grasp how "Seoul" is the space where grotesque eating (cannibalism) occurs. Humans, like goemul, must consume food.
In Bong's plot about a troubled family, we see street children stealing and consuming the food of others while the goemul cannibalizes the humans. The parallel, Lee's thesis holds, is that in the movie human and monster cannot be differentiated. Both turn out to be capital's marginal waste. The criminally impoverished children and ravenous monster are social leftovers, just a garbage effect of another brutal necro-capitalism. And in the end, Lee argues, the whole point Bong's film makes has to do with the "uncanniness or indistinction between humanity and monstrosity." Squaring the circle, revealing the norm and the grotesque to be sides of one thing leaves open ethical questions troubling many historians and critics, past and present.
Nothing is uncanny about People's Republic of China dance history. But it turns out there has been an occlusion. According to Emily Wilcox, received wisdom about the Russian origins of Chinese revolutionary dance culture and a regime of banality in impoverished socialist culture is historically wrong. "The Postcolonial Blind Spot: Chinese Dance in the Era of Third Worldism, 1949 -1965" presents evidence. Wilcox does not disavow or question the wrong thesis her argument is replacing. First, Wilcox shows that Cold War clichés apparently blinded researchers to what had been a lavish and widespread dance culture that sprang out of revolutionary interest in local, not international or Soviet Russian, models. Second, she backs up her case with significant questions about why Cold War obscurantism accepts the colonial elements of modernity but stoutly disavows Chinese postcoloniality. Postcoloniality in this usage means Chinese socialism, and its disappearance is the "blind spot" in her title. Third, Wilcox points out, Chinese postcolonial dance (and by extension all dance or cultural) praxis arose in a world of transnational exchange, of "exchange across the postcolonial [a.k.a. socialist bloc] sphere in which national dance forms, rather than ballet, constituted the predominant artistic medium." This is a theoretically sophisticated position, deeply rooted in new archive finds. Her point is that things at one level are just not that complicated. If we could end the Cold War, we, too, might see a complex, creative, folk-based art in its revolutionary expression.
According to Haerin Shin's "Unlocking the Mindware: The Responsibility of Building a Solipsistic Universe in Murakami Haruki's Hard-Boiled Wonderland and the End of the World," Murakami's hit noir novel is a rethread of the literary self under conditions of late capital. Shin calls Murakami's stance an affirmative nihilism. Not only does Hard-boiled Wonderland and the End of the World present two sides of one being, it also affirms "the unconditional denial of the social." The consequence is a text that makes the narrator both self and all others, since in the absence of society others are sucked into self and, as Shin writes, "come to claim their voices." In this analysis Murakami is an author in the act of liberating himself from both the failures of Japanese twentieth-century fascist imperialism and his own inheritor's generation's failure to derail what in the absence of penance becomes circulating violence, alienation, and co-opted aggression within.
Yet in this issue's final essay, those voices reappear outside any self. Etsko Kasai opens a chance to understand "response-ability," an ethical posture possible for war criminals and citizens like Murakami, who may be in denial. "Responding to Other Voices: War Criminals' Testimonies on the Asia-Pacific War, 1931 -1945 requires that readers accept a Freudian, Lacanian, Levinasian, and Spivakian self. On this premise it seems right to accept Kasai's points about the ethical effort required to take responsibility for extermination campaigns and to grow ethically and so to apprehend responsibility.
Listening in order to evaluate, explain, and accept how a self can still itself psychically long enough register its own strategies for repudiating responsibility, Kasai acts out and presents the case of a Japanese soldier and war criminal narrating how a surviving Chinese widow accursed him. He butchered her entire family. Never acceding to his own painful contrition, company commander Tominaga Shz eventually puts his self into the vengeful widow's place. In an imaginary conversation with a real victim, he allows his own subjection to the voices of the others.
This essay builds on a generation's previous work. Among those who dared engage as fully as their humanity would allow with the residual of unprocessed war memories are offenders, historians, theorists, filmmakers, activists, and those who, in an effort to grasp Japan's crimes against humanity, seemed at the time to be awkward or reactive. It is worth repeating their names. War criminals who testify to their crimes in this study include Fujita, Kubodera, Kamota, and Tominaga. Professors Himeda Mitsuyoshi, Ueno Chizuko, Hayashi Hirofumi, and Yoshimi Yoshiaki. And the staff of Fushun Detention Center, where 968 Japanese war criminals found themselves "prisoners of liberation," detained for special education that did help some to realize degrees of culpability. Murder is singular no matter how many times murder is committed. Hyunah Yang, Chungmoo Choi, Matsui Yayori, and other pioneers in this scholarly work might welcome Etsko Kasai's stimulating discussion.
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